Abstract-In this article we introduce a broad family of adaptive, linear time-frequency representations termed superposition frames, and show that they admit desirable fast overlap-add reconstruction properties akin to standard short-time Fourier techniques. This approach stands in contrast to many adaptive time-frequency representations in the existing literature, which, while more flexible than standard fixed-resolution approaches, typically fail to provide for efficient reconstruction and often lack the regular structure necessary for precise frame-theoretic analysis. Our main technical contributions come through the development of properties which ensure that our superposition construction provides for a numerically stable, invertible signal representation. Our primary algorithmic contributions come via the introduction and discussion of specific signal adaptation criteria in deterministic and stochastic settings, based respectively on time-frequency concentration and nonstationarity detection. We conclude with a short speech enhancement example that serves to highlight potential applications of our approach.
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I. INTRODUCTION
O VERCOMPLETE short-time Fourier methods are frequently used to analyze the time-varying spectral content of discrete-time waveforms x[t] arising in a variety of signal processing applications. Since the choice of localizing window function effectively controls the balance between time and frequency resolution a priori, standard representations cannot modulate this trade-off to adapt to the local spectral content of x [t] . Over the past two decades, this shortcoming has motivated the development of various linear and nonlinear adaptive time-frequency analysis methods [2] - [14] , in applications ranging from biomedical engineering [15] to radar signal analysis [16] and speech processing [17] .
Despite the recognized importance of overcomplete signaladaptive time-frequency analysis, the above methods generally fail to admit fast reconstruction of the signal x[t] from its time-frequency representation, by which we mean any noniterative method that avoids direct (pseudo-)inversion of the corresponding analysis operator. While approaches such as modulated lapped transforms for audio coding [18] , wavelet packet decompositions via best basis [19] , [20] and adaptive segmentation via dynamic programming [21] - [25] can lead to flexible tilings of the time-frequency plane, the general goal of efficient reconstruction from signal-adaptive, overcomplete
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time-frequency representations remains an open problem. This issue is particularly important, given the recent interest in oversampled, modulated filter banks [26] - [28] .
In this article we introduce a broad family of adaptive, linear time-frequency representations that admit a fast overlap-add reconstruction property akin to standard short-time Fourier techniques. We do so by adapting a given discrete Gabor frame to an observed signal x[t] via superpositions of neighboring translates of a single window function, to yield the superposition frames of the article title. Related procedures include the multi-window constructions of [29] , in which multiple systems are defined on the same time-frequency lattice; and the multi-Gabor expansions of [30] , in which multiple time lattices and windows are employed. However, neither of these schemes treats the use of subset selection to achieve a signaladaptive system in the manner of the present article. More recent approaches [9] - [12] address subset selection from a Gabor frame or union of Gabor frames, but do not consider the structure of the corresponding canonical dual.
A very recent approach in this direction is the study of general nonstationary Gabor frames [31] , and indeed our contribution can be viewed as one possible instantiation of this framework. However, as we show below, the additional structure induced by our superposition construction yields several important properties, including, among other results, a preservation of the lower frame bound of the original Gabor frame, a generalized constant overlap-add property that avoids the explicit computation of dual windows, and a means of generating new families of adaptive lapped frames.
The article is organized as follows. We begin by reviewing the short-time Fourier transform and Gabor systems on C L in Section II. Next, we introduce superposition windows in Section III and use them to construct superposition systems in Section IV. In Section V we prove that the resultant systems are in fact frames for C L and study their frame-theoretic properties, and in Section VI we establish fast reconstruction via an analysis of the corresponding frame operator. In Section VII, we give examples of signal-dependent adaptation algorithms and illustrate their application to superposition systems. We conclude with a brief discussion in Section VIII.
II. PRELIMINARIES
We first review some well-known properties of Gabor frames [28] , [32] , [33] and discuss their relationship to shorttime Fourier analysis. We take as our setting the space C L , and interpret its members as discrete-time L-periodic signals x ∈ 2 (Z L ), with Z L denoting the integers Z modulo L.
The short-time Fourier transform (STFT) on C L uses a wellconcentrated window function in order to localize x in time prior to the analysis of its frequency content.
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Definition 1 (Short-Time Fourier Transform): Fix a window w ∈ C L and time-frequency lattice constants a, b > 0 that divide L, with a an integer, and define M, N : N a = M b = L. Then for the mth frequency bin index and nth window shift, with m ∈ Z M and n ∈ Z N , the Gabor or subsampled short-
where i = √ −1 and · denotes complex conjugation. The expression of (1) can be viewed as a set of inner products of x with N M time-frequency shifts of the chosen window w. To realize this correspondence, and to set notation, we introduce explicit translation and modulation operators as follows.
Definition 2 (Translation and Modulation Operators): Let the translation and modulation operators T and M be defined as maps from C L to itself acting according to:
Through the action of these operators, time-frequency shifts of the chosen window w ∈ C L may be indexed as
and one speaks of a Gabor system G (w, a, b) = {φ m,n }. In order to ensure a reconstruction property for any x from its subsampled short-time Fourier transform X[m, n], the Gabor system G (w, a, b) must form a frame for C L as follows. Definition 3 (Gabor Systems and Frames): A denumerable set {φ m,n } of vectors comprising time-frequency shifts of a single window function w ∈ C L is called a Gabor system, and is said to be a Gabor frame for C L if there exist constants 0 < A ≤ B < ∞ termed frame bounds such that:
with inner product x, φ m,n
. An upper frame bound B for (3) is guaranteed whenever the set {φ m,n } is finite, and so the existence of a lower frame bound A > 0, for a finite Gabor system G (w, a, b), is equivalent to the requirement that its elements span C L . This occurs if and only if the frame operator is of full rank.
Definition 4 (Gabor Frame Operator): Let G (w, a, b) = {φ m,n } be a Gabor system on C L , and define the frame operator S : C L → C L through its action on x as Sx = m,n x, φ m,n φ m,n . Then S is represented by the L × L symmetric and positive semi-definite matrix with entries
Remark 1 (Strict Positive-Definiteness of Frame Operator): By Definition 4, the frame condition of (3) is equivalent to strict positive definiteness of S and hence a necessary condition is that M N ≥ L (i.e., ab ≤ L). Moreover, the minimal and maximal eigenvalues of S yield optimal frame bounds, since (3) may be expressed as the requirement that
The frame condition of (3) in turn implies the following reconstruction property:
where the elements { φ m,n } comprise a (not necessarily unique) dual frame. However, to each frame may be associated a unique canonical dual, whose elements are given by the action of the frame operator inverse S −1 on each φ m,n . Moreover, in the Gabor setting, this canonical dual takes the form of another Gabor system G ( w, a, b), with w S −1 w. Any S can be written as a sum of outer products of each frame vector with itself; from (4) via the orthogonality relation
we obtain the so-called Walnut representation [34] of a Gabor frame operator S, which will be used repeatedly throughout. Definition 5 (Discrete Walnut Representation): Denote by M \(t − t ) the condition that M divides t − t , and by
Then the frame operator S of a finite Gabor system G (w, a, b) has banded structure, and satisfies the entrywise relation (5) implies that the covering condition
must be satisfied, since a necessary condition for positive definiteness of S is that its diagonal entries are positive. Remark 3 (Window Length as Distinct from Support): The support of w ∈ C L refers to the set of indices t for which w[t] = 0, with | supp(w)| its cardinality. Bearing in mind the summands of (5) and (6) , define the length of w by
if supp(w) is contiguous, as is often the case in practice, and
Remark 4 (Diagonal Frame Operator): It follows from (5) and (7) that S is diagonal if M ≥ len(w), since T na w[t]T na w[t ] = 0 for all |t − t | ≥ len(w), including those for which M divides t − t . In turn, this implies efficient computation of the dual frame {M mb T na w}, with
In this case the condition of (6) is sufficient to guarantee the frame condition of (3).
We conclude by using the arguments of Remarks 3 and 4 to establish a result required for our subsequent development. (c) Corresponding time-frequency lattices associated with the systems of Fig. 1(b) . C L , with diagonal frame operator and maximal lower frame bound given by
Proof: We must show that if the frame operator S of a Gabor system G (w, a, b) on C L is full rank, then so is the frame operator S of any system G (w, a, L/M ). For any M ≥ len(w), the argument of Remark 4 implies that S is diagonal, with eigenvalues
and thus S is of full rank.
III. SUPERPOSITION WINDOWS
Having outlined the connections between Gabor systems and the short-time Fourier transform, we now introduce the central ingredient of our signal-adaptive time-frequency analysis framework-the superposition window construction, illustrated in Figure 1 (a).
Definition 6 (Superposition Window): Fix a real, nonnegative window w on C L and an integer a = L/N , along with some r ∈ Z N . We then define the superposition window w r to be a linear sum of r + 1 adjacent translates of w[t] as follows:
Remark 5 (Fourier Transform Support): Let w denote the (discrete) Fourier transform of w ∈ C L . Linearity of (8) implies that the support of w r is contained within that of w, as supp( w r ) = supp(
. Remark 6 (Fourier Transform Decay): As r increases, it is clear that w r can become more like a rectangular window (see, e.g., Fig. 1(a) ); this effect is illustrated in Fig. 2 for the case of Hamming superposition windows. Consequently, the main lobe width of w r shrinks, leading to improved frequency resolution relative to w 0 ; this main lobe resolution, however, comes at the expense of decreasing sidelobe attenuation. Spectral leakage-a function of the window smoothnessremains superior, as does overall spectral decay for small r.
Our subsequent construction of superposition frames employs sets of modulated superposition windows, and to this end we establish the following two energy "conservation" properties, proved in the appendix.
Lemma 3 (Superadditivity of Superposition Energy): Let real, nonnegative superposition windows w p and w q be derived from a Gabor system G (w, a, b) on C L , and merge them to obtain a new superposition window w p + w q = w p + T (p+1)a w q . Then, if and only if M = L/b ≥ len(w p + w q ), the following holds for every M 0 = L/b 0 ∈ {max(len(w p ), len(w q )), . . . , M }:
This superadditivity property, which is invariant to translation of w p + w q , will be used in Section V to show that adapting a Gabor frame through the superposition construction preserves the original Gabor lower frame bound-an important consideration for numerical stability.
IV. CONSTRUCTION OF SUPERPOSITION SYSTEMS
We now describe how to employ the superposition windows of Section III above to create a signal-adaptive analysis framework. Let G (w, a, b) represent a Gabor system, which induces a short-time Fourier transform on C L according to Definition 1. Beginning with G (w, a, b), we then form a signal-dependent, variable-resolution STFT by using the superposition sum of (8) to adaptively merge neighboring translates from the set {T na w, n ∈ Z N }. Later we will demonstrate how this signal-adaptive analysis can be coupled with a variety of different algorithms; we begin, however, by studying the general set of superposition systems independently of any algorithmic construction. To this end, we introduce the notion of ordered partition functions as a means of indexing arbitrary sets of superposition windows, and then extend these to yield a full time-frequency analysis.
A. Ordered Partition Functions
Observe that exactly 2 N −1 distinct sets of variable-length superposition windows may be derived by merging window translates from a given Gabor system G (w, a, ·). As a means of indexing these sets, the following "stick-breaking" analogy is helpful. Consider a "stick" composed of N ordered, unitlength pieces, representing elements of the set {T na w, n ∈ Z N }. Merging adjacent windows in this set can be thought of as fusing neighboring pieces of the stick. Each stick partition thus induces an ordered partition of the set {1, 2, . . . , N }, with each piece uniquely identified by an initial index and length, and we may formalize this analogy as follows.
Definition 7 (Ordered Partition Functions): We call any I : Z N × Z N → {0, 1} an ordered partition function if it is not identically zero, and satisfies the following three properties: 1) Each piece of the stick is distinct:
2) The length of each piece is denoted by r + 1:
3) All pieces of the stick are accounted for:
Definition 7 clearly implies that the "length" of the stick remains unchanged:
moreover, each ordered partition function I can be associated with a set of translated superposition windows, which includes T na w r whenever I[n, r] = 1. The following examples of ordered partition functions are illustrated in Fig. 1(b) . This clearly recovers the window translates of any Gabor system G (w, a, ·). Note that in accordance with (11), we have that
The ordered partition function associated to the bottom panel of Fig. 1(b) is
Note again that in accordance with (11), we have that
B. Superposition Systems
We now employ the above construction to arrive at a variable-resolution time-frequency analysis via superposition windows. To this end, let the set F be defined as a function of any Gabor system G (w, a, b) on C L as follows:
where the frequency lattice b L Z encompasses all possible Gabor systems on C L for a fixed choice of integral M :
Elements of F may then be defined in analogy to (2) as
and in turn give rise to superposition systems, defined as appropriately chosen subsets of F . Definition 8 (Superposition Systems and Admissibility):
satisfies the following two properties:
. (12) Furthermore, we call the induced set of elements a superposition system F (I):
It follows from (12) 
V. SUPERPOSITION FRAMES: MAIN RESULTS
Starting from a Gabor system G (w, a, b), we see that any superposition system F (I) ⊂ ∪ r G (w r , a, b L ) effectively yields a "variable-resolution" subsampled short-time Fourier transform, defined for all m ∈ Z M L and n, r ∈ Z N as X[m, n, r]
x, φ m,n,r if φ m,n,r ∈ F (I), 0 otherwise.
Consequently, we now establish conditions under which superposition systems F (I) form frames for C L , in analogy to the relation between a Gabor frame and its corresponding fixed-resolution short-time Fourier transform.
A. General Case: Sufficiency
To begin our analysis, consider the case of an admissible selection function I[m, n, r] for which M [n, r] = M g for all n, r ∈ Z N , corresponding to the notion of a global frequency lattice of arbitrary resolution: b g Z with b g = L/M g . Our first result, proved in the appendix, ensures that the induced superposition system F (I) is a frame for C L if the following test condition holds.
Theorem 1 (Sufficiency Condition, Superposition Frames):
with N = L/a, w real and nonnegative, and define for s, t ∈ Z L , n, r ∈ Z N , the term
is sufficient to guarantee that the superposition system
Satisfying the criterion of (14) implies that the underlying frame operator is strictly diagonally dominant-a sufficient condition for strict positive definiteness. This is a popular criterion in the literature (see, e.g., [32, Corollary 6] , [33, Theorem 8.4.4] ) and, as can be seen from (14), takes a particularly simple form in the superposition setting.
B. Superposition Frames and Frame Bounds
In Theorem 1 above, we considered a general class of superposition frames associated with an arbitrary frequency lattice b g Z. In Theorems 2 and 3 below, we study two distinct classes of superposition systems using non-uniform (local) and uniform (global) modulation structures defined as follows.
Definition 9 (Admissible Selection Functions I l and I g ): Fix a Gabor system G (w, a, L/M ), associate to it any ordered partition function I[n, r], and define (15) and (16) ) and
are frames for C L . Later, we will verify that such frames admit diagonal frame operators. This special structure leads not only to fast reconstruction algorithms, but also to the preservation of lower frame bounds.
Theorem 2 (Local and Global Superposition Frames): Let G (w, a, b) be a Gabor frame for C L , with w real and nonnegative. Then for any choice of admissible selection functions I l and I g , the local and global superposition systems F (I l ) and F (I g ) are also frames for C L . Proof: As our finite-dimensional setting implies the existence of an upper frame bound for any admissible I, only the existence of a lower frame bound need be established. The proof proceeds via Lemma 3 and an iterative argument.
To begin, consider the admissible selection function
induced by an N -part ordered partition, which is associated to the event that no merging of windows in G (w, a, b) occurs, and hence
induced by an (N − 1)-part ordered partition, corresponding to the case that exactly one pair of windows w ≡ w 0 from the initial Gabor frame G (w, a, b) is merged via the superposition sum of (8) . In this case, there exists one n * ∈ Z N such that I g 1 [0, n * , 1] = 1, and so (12) implies that F (I g 1 ) contains the elements {M mbg T n * a w 1 : m ∈ Z Mg }. Each of these elements can in turn be decomposed into the following sum: (17) Since (16) implies M g ≥ len(w 1 ) = len(w 0 + T a w 0 ), we obtain by (17) and the superadditivity property of Lemma 3:
Next, noting that by the decomposition of (17), we have
we see that (18) and (19) together imply that for all x ∈ C L ,
Since G (w, a, b g ) = F (I g 0 ) is a frame, the existence of a lower frame bound for F (I g Now consider the general case in which F (I g ) contains multiple merges. Since our construction ensures that all admissible selection functions can be obtained by iterative partitioning in the manner above, we can always recover the inequality of (20) for F (I g ) and any b g according to (16) , by linearity of superposition and repeated application of Lemma 3.
A similar iterative argument holds for F (I l 1 ), with b g replaced by b 0 from (15) . In place of (19) we obtain
with b 1 = L/M 1 according to (15) . Note that
thus, we may apply Lemma 3 to the latter three terms of (21), yielding the required result for
As above, the proof for general F (I l ) then follows.
Thus we see that for every Gabor system on C L and any associated ordered partition function, setting M [n, r] in accordance with M r or M g will yield local or global superposition frames. Moreover, as we detail later, the iterative arguments employed above suggest precise algorithmic constructions.
We now proceed to establish the important property that, for all local and global I[m, n, r] of Definition 9, superposition frames preserve lower frame bounds, thus ensuring numerical stability of the resultant representation. The following result also formulates the corresponding minimax-optimal superposition frame bounds.
Theorem 3 (Superposition Frame Bound Properties): Let G (w, a, b) be a frame for C L , with associated maximal lower frame bound A > 0. Then for any admissible I l and I g :
1) The quantity A remains a valid lower frame bound for both
).
2) The minimum maximal lower superposition frame bound over all admissible I l and I g is
. It is attained in the absence of merging:
3) The maximum minimal upper superposition frame bound over all admissible I l and I g is 
Proof: Let S be the frame operator associated to G (w, a, b), with smallest eigenvalue A, and observe that min t∈Z L S[t, t] ≥ A by the Schur-Horn convexity theorem. Now, for any admissible I g or I l , the proof of Theorem 2 shows that the maximal lower frame bound of
is bounded from below by that of some G (w, a, b ), with b denoting respectively b g or b 0 . Therefore, 1) will follow if we can show the maximal lower frame bound of G (w, a, b ) to be no less than min t∈Z L S[t, t]. To do so, note that Lemma 1 implies that the frame operator (15) and (16) 
Next recall that superposition frames are induced from a Gabor frame G (w, a, b) by merging n ∈ Z N neighboring window translates T na w. By the above argument, min t∈Z L S [t, t] is itself a maximal lower frame bound for the case G (w, a, b ) attained whenever no window translates are merged; likewise, the merging of all translates yields
To show that these cases are in fact extremal as claimed, we appeal to the same iterative argument used to prove Theorem 2. There, the superadditivity property of Lemma 3 was invoked to show that for any admissible I g or I l , merging superposition windows cannot decrease the overall energy of the resultant frame coefficients. Thus, the case of G (w, a, b ) considered above represents attainment of the minimum maximal lower superposition frame bound, and moreover M = max(M, len(w)) via (15) and (16) 
yields the maximum minimal upper superposition frame bound, with M = max(M, len(w N −1 )). Lemma 2 then establishes the bound directly:
and the proof is completed by noting that as G (w, a, b) is assumed a Gabor frame for C L , the covering condition of Remark 2 implies that | supp(w N −1 )| = len(w N −1 ) = L, and hence M = max(M, L) as claimed.
VI. FAST RECONSTRUCTION VIA SUPERPOSITION FRAMES
We now show how the special structure of our superposition construction gives rise to a number of efficient reconstruction procedures. For any signal of interest x ∈ C L , the superposition frame analysis coefficients X[m, n, r] = I[m, n, r] x, φ m,n,r can be computed via fast Fourier transform (FFT) once an admissible selection function has been specified. Superposition frames also enable fast (FFT-based) reconstruction from the corresponding analysis coefficients, in contrast to the general case of O(L 3 ) complexity for framebased reconstruction via inversion of the frame operator.
We first provide a fast constant-overlap-add reconstruction method, which obviates the need for canonical dual frames. We next show that reconstruction via the canonical dual can also proceed by way of a pointwise modification of each superposition window φ 0,n,r , followed by the application of FFTs, as in the case of general nonstationary Gabor frames [31] . Third, we show that in settings reminiscent of lapped orthogonal transforms, calculation of canonical dual windows is possible independently of any I g -in contrast to the typical signaladaptive setting, where the structure of the frame operator is a function of the instantiated signal adaptation. Last, we compare the computational complexity of these procedures.
A. Reconstruction via the Constant Overlap-Add Method
The classical "overlap-add" approach to signal reconstruction from short-time Fourier coefficients proceeds as follows [35] . Recall the covering condition of (6) which is necessary for a Gabor system G (w, a, b) to form a frame for C L , and also sufficient if M = L/b ≥ len(w). Clearly, this covering condition holds if translates {T na w : n ∈ Z N } form a partition of unity on C L (see, e.g., the top panel of Fig. 1(b) ), and to this end we obtain the following definition, long popular in the signal processing literature.
Definition
To clarify the role of this overlap-add constraint in fast reconstruction, consider a Gabor frame G (w, a, b) on C L for which w satisfies (22) , with M = L/b chosen such that M ≥ len(w). The associated short-time analysis coefficients {X[m, n] : m ∈ Z M , n ∈ Z N } are obtained as inner products of any x ∈ C L according to (1) , and it is easy to show that
The constraint thus admits a reconstruction procedure based on the overlapping additions of a sequence of discrete Fourier transforms on C M . Remark 7 (Superposition Windows Preserve Overlap-Add): By their linear construction, superposition windows w r preserve the constant overlap-add constraint of Definition 10 for any Gabor system G (w r , a, ·). To see this, note that the discrete Poisson summation formula on C L , for N = L/a, is given by
k=0 e 2πitkN/L . Applying this expression to {T na w : n ∈ Z N } yields the relation
and it follows that the constraint of (22) holds (for a given time lattice constant a) if the Fourier transform w satisfies
Since supp( w r ) ⊆ supp( w), in accordance with the argument of Remark 5, it follows that if (22) holds for a given G (w, a, ·), then it will also hold for any G (w r , a, ·), for r ∈ Z N . The popularity of the overlap-add constraint of Definition 10 is due in large part to its simplicity, coupled with the efficiency of evaluating (23) . An important property of our superposition construction is that it preserves this constraint not only for Gabor frames G (w r , a, b), but also for all induced superposition frames F (I g ) and F (I l ).
Theorem 4 (Superposition Frames Preserve Overlap-Add):
Consider a Gabor frame G (w, a, b) on C L satisfying the constant overlap-add constraint of (22) . The following statements hold for any I g , and also for any I l , with M g , b g replaced by M r , b r .
1) The superposition frame F (I g
) satisfies the following generalized overlap-add constraint:
2) Each F (I g
) satisfies the overlap-add reconstruction property that, for any x ∈ C L with corresponding frame coefficients {X[m, n, r]} defined by (13),
, the global selection function associated to the event that no windows are merged. In this case, the generalized overlap-add constraint of (24) is satisfied by hypothesis, since it follows directly from (22) that
Now consider the global selection function I g 1 [n, r], corresponding to the case that exactly one pair of windows w ≡ w 0 is merged. In this case, there exists some n * ∈ Z N such that I g 1 [n * , 1] = 1. Thus, the frame F (I g 1 ) contains the element {T n * a w 1 }, which can be decomposed according to (8) as
Admissibility of I
, 0] = 0. Therefore, by (26) we have
and we see that (24) holds for F (I g 1 ). Naturally, the selection function I g may index many merged windows-not just one, as in the case of I 
Perfect reconstruction then follows from the generalized overlap-add constraint of (24), as
For the case of a local selection function I l , note that the generalized overlap-add constraint of (24) is still implied by (22) , since the argument for the case of admissible I g holds independently of the modulation structure employed. Consequently, by substituting M r , b r for M g , b g and noting that M r ≥ len(φ 0,n,r ) by (15) for each φ 0,n,r ∈ F (I l ), we see that the result of (25) also holds for all F (I l ).
B. Reconstruction via Canonical Dual Superposition Frames
We next develop the reconstruction properties of our superposition families in a frame-theoretic context, noting that they qualify as "painless nonorthogonal expansions" [36] , and that the development below also holds for more general nonstationary Gabor frames [31] . In analogy to Definition 4, we associate a superposition frame operator S I : C L → C L through its action on any x ∈ C L as S I x = φ∈F (I) x, φ m,n,r φ m,n,r .
Definition 11 (Superposition Frame Operator, Walnut Form):
The discrete Walnut representations of superposition frame operators S I g and S I l are respectively given by the L × L positive semi-definite matrices with entries
Theorem 2 implies that any Gabor frame G (w, a, b) and admissible I g or I l together give rise to a superposition frame, and hence the corresponding superposition frame operators are of full rank. Thus, to each global superposition frame F (I g ) = {φ m,n,r } corresponds a unique canonical dual frame { φ m,n,r }, whose elements are obtained in turn as φ m,n,r S −1 I g φ m,n,r . Accordingly, when S I g is diagonal we may index elements of { φ m,n,r } by the same admissible I g , and we obtain the following reconstruction property:
x, φ m,n,r φ m,n,r [t], with the above also holding for local I l by Theorem 2.
We thus denote by F (I g ) or F (I l ) the corresponding dual frames, and observe the following consequence of the Walnut representation of Definition 11 above.
Theorem 5 (Fast Inversion via Canonical Dual): For any
L , the corresponding operators S I g and S I l are diagonal, and each canonical dual frame element takes the form (27) for F (I g ), and similarly for F (I l ) with respect to each M r .
Note that the corresponding formula for the nonstationary Gabor frames of [31] in the diagonal case is similar to (27) . However, in the superposition frame setting, the constraints on the window structure not only preserve lower frame bounds and yield fast inversion via the constant overlap-add method, but also enable signal-independent evaluation of the canonical dual in certain cases, as we now show.
C. Adaptive Lapped Superposition Frames
Reconstruction via the canonical dual F (I g ) according to (27) requires knowledge of the admissible selection function I g [n, r] corresponding to a given signal adaptation. This stands in contrast not only to the usual Gabor setting, wherein the form of the canonical dual frame can be obtained immediately, but also to the constant overlap-add approach described in Section VI-A, which avoids computation of the canonical dual entirely. However, by coupling our superposition construction with the following neighbor overlap condition, we are able to compute F (I g ) prior to adaptation-that is, without knowledge of which ordered partition function will be used in subsequent signal analysis.
Definition 12 (Neighbor Overlap Condition): Let G (w, a, ·) be a Gabor system on C L , with N = L/a. It is said to satisfy the neighbor overlap condition if, for all n, n ∈ Z N ,
Any admissible selection function preserves the neighbor overlap property, leading to the following notion of lapped superposition frames, whose properties we develop below.
Definition 13 (Adaptive Lapped Superposition Frames): Let G (w, a, ·) be a Gabor frame on C L that simultaneously satisfies the overlap-add constraint of (22) and the neighboroverlap condition of (28) . Then for any admissible I g , we call F (I g ) an adaptive lapped superposition frame.
Note that the overlap-add constraint of (22) ensures a partition of unity by window translates, while the neighbor overlap condition of (28) is also required in the case of lapped orthogonal transforms (see, e.g., [7] ). While our construction retains the flavor of time-varying lapped transforms [37] , [38] , we emphasize that the resultant frames can avoid the lack of translation invariance inherent in the orthogonal setting, while still ensuring fast reconstruction.
We show below that if
) is a lapped superposition frame derived from a Gabor frame G (w, a, b), then its canonical dual frame elements may be pre-computed. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 3 , where the support sets of a window w, its canonical dual w, and their immediate neighbors are partitioned into subsets labeled L, C, and R. Since F (I g ) must inherit the neighbor-overlap condition from G (w, a, b), it follows that whenever F (I g
) admits a diagonal frame operator, the corresponding canonical dual windows of F (I g ) are constant on the center set C, as shown in Fig. 3 . Moreover, the highlighted dual superposition window is pointwise equal to w on the sets L and R (see bottom two panels of Fig. 3 ). To formalize this intuition, define for each r the sets
and note that, for any global selection function I g , φ ·,n,r ∈
F (I g
) and its dual S −1 I g φ ·,n,r ∈ F (I g ) are both supported exclusively on the set T na (L r ∪ C r ∪ R r ). Then the following theorem, proved in the appendix, establishes our main result: the canonical dual frame of any F (I g ) can be computed independently of any ordered partition function, and, therefore, can be computed prior to observing any data.
Theorem 6 (Canonical Duals of Adaptive Lapped Frames):
) arise from a Gabor frame G (w, a, ·) for C L satisfying (22) and (28) . Then every φ m,n,r ∈ F (I g ) can be constructed by modulations M mb L and translations T na of lapped windows corresponding to each r as follows:
Here the sets L r , C r , R r are defined in (29), and we note that only the expression for C r is to be employed when
) is comprised entirely of modulations of w N −1 . We note that many popular Gabor systems G (w, a, ·) satisfy the requirements of this theorem-including triangular, Hamming, and raised-cosine windows w at 50% overlapthus enabling a variety of new adaptive, lapped superposition frame families that all admit fast reconstruction.
D. Adaptive Dyadic Superposition Frames
Here we construct a class of so-called dyadic superposition frames that admit offline canonical dual construction even when the overlap-add constraint of (22) is not satisfied. We base this construction on the notion of dyadic ordered partition functions, which may be thought of as indexing binary trees. (16) .
Viewing the N translates of w in G (w, a, b) as leaves of a binary tree of height log 2 N , a dyadic ordered partition function selects windows corresponding to some tree level h.
Definition 15 (Dyadic Gabor and Superposition Frames): Fix an initial Gabor frame G (w, a, b), such that N = L/a is a power of two, and let h ∈ H index height in a binary tree. Now restrict r ∈ Z n to the index set R {2 h − 1}, and fix for each r ∈ R a time lattice constant a r a(r + 1), and a dyadic admissible selection function I d with associated global frequency lattice constant b g . Then:
1) We define dyadic superposition Gabor frame G (h) F(I d ) Fig. 4 . Repeated superposition merges of Hamming windows, following the structure of a binary tree, are shown in panels (a-c), along with the canonical dual windows associated to each corresponding Gabor system (e-g). A dyadic superposition frame F (I d ) can be formed from the selected unmodulated elements of (d), which in turn will admit the corresponding canonical dual windows shown in (h), computed according to (27) .
Observe that computing the F (I d ) via direct inversion of its (diagonal) frame operator S I d corresponds to the downand-right path in (30) , and hence requires knowledge of I d .
However, Theorem 7 implies that all elements in F (I d ) can be pre-computed by instead following the right-and-down path. As in the case of lapped superposition frames in Section VI-C, the neighbor overlap condition of (28) plays a key role.
E. Computational Complexity
We now address the relative computational complexity of the various reconstruction methods presented above. Recall that these algorithms all yield a diagonal frame operator, implying that only O(L) operations are required for its inversion, compared to O(L 3 ) in the worst case of a nondiagonal frame operator lacking any special structure. While in some circumstances this complexity can be reduced (see, e.g., [32] ), such schemes remain super-linear in L, rendering them impractical for use in applications with L 1.
Recall that when no windows are merged, we recover a Gabor frame G (w, a, b) containing N M elements, with N a = M b = L. If the associated frame operator is diagonal, an FFT-based approach requires N M (1 + log 2 M ) complex multiplications to compute the short-time analysis coefficients X[m, n] from x ∈ C L , with N M of these needed to obtain the N individual short-time segments
When reconstruction proceeds via inversion of the frame operator, then N M log 2 M operations are required to compute the necessary inverse FFTs, plus N M operations to multiply each resultant segment by the appropriate dual window. In the overlap-add setting, this window is the identity, and hence these latter M N operations are avoided. An in-depth discussion of the general (non-diagonal) case, including methods based on the Zak transform, is given in [32] and [39] .
In the case that windows are merged, note that a global superposition frame
It follows that N g M g (log 2 M g + 1) complex multiplications are required to compute the analysis coefficients X[m, n, r] via N g FFTs, followed by N g M g log 2 M g operations required for the N g inverse FFTs required for reconstruction. If
) arises from the special case described in Theorem 6, then the elements of F (I g ) can be pre-computed, and only N g M g extra operations are necessary for multiplication by the requisite canonical dual windows. In the general case, elements of F (I g ) must be computed directly via (27) , as a function of the chosen selection function I g . Appealing to (31), we see that this computation can be accomplished using another 2N g M g calculations, leading to a total of N g M g (3 + log 2 M g ) complex multiplications. This analysis is also an upper bound for the worst-case complexity for any F (I l ) having the same ordered partition function as F (I g ). The various analysis and synthesis complexities discussed above are summarized in Table I . In practice, the complexity of the signal adaptation procedure must also be taken into account. This complexity depends both on the method for searching among ordered partition functions I[n, r], and the cost function used to compare them. Since it is clearly infeasible to compare all 2 N −1 ordered partition functions by exhaustive search, we next consider greedy and dynamic-programmingbased approaches below. In both cases, the complexity of evaluating the associated cost functions increases with window length, and therefore it is advisable in practice to set an upper bound on the maximal number of window merges.
VII. SIGNAL ADAPTATION ALGORITHMS AND EXAMPLES
Signal-adaptive modification of an initial Gabor frame G (w, a, b) on C L via superposition can produce any one of the possible 2 N −1 superposition frames whose properties we characterized in Sections V and VI. We now detail two instances of a broad class of signal adaptation algorithms, any of which can be used to select a superposition frame for subsequent signal analysis. We propose both greedy and dynamic programming approaches in Section VII-A, and illustrate their performance with two brief examples in Section VII-B.
A. Signal-Adaptive Superposition Frame Selection
The first of the two Gabor frame adaptation algorithms we describe is a simple greedy approach that can be implemented by "growing" a given window forward in time through successive attempts to merge it with its subsequent neighboring translates [1] . Whenever a proposed merge fails, the procedure resets and repeats, halting when the end of the data stream is reached (or, equivalently in our cyclic setting, when the initial window is once again encountered).
A decision whether or not to merge adjacent windows can be made based on any suitable cost function. As one example, we employ the time-frequency concentration measure appearing in the popular work of [3] , [4] on adaptive optimal-kernel timefrequency representations. Specifically, consider a short-time segment C(x n,r )
with M r , b r defined via (15) . This ratio of powers of norms of short-time Fourier coefficients is suggestive of an "empirical spectral kurtosis," and has also been used in minimum entropy deconvolution [40] ; other choices are also possible [14] . As shown in [3] , maximizing (32) favors short-time segments that concentrate local signal energy within the smallest regions of the time-frequency plane. Indeed, below we obtain similar results on an example akin to the one employed in [3] : the resultant superposition frames comprise shorter windows near time-localized transients, and longer windows near oscillatory signal portions. The resulting procedure requires O(N ) iterations and is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Adaptation via Greedy Selection [1]

Initialization
• Fix input data x ∈ C L and a Gabor frame G (w, a, b)
• Set (p, np) = (0, 0) and initialize e I[n, r] to be the N -part ordered partition function of Example 1 Greedy Selection: For n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1,
• Compute a merged window The second algorithm we present is based on the dynamic programming approach to adaptive segmentation popular in the audio coding literature [21] - [25] . The basic idea is to fix an additive cost function J(·), and find an optimal ordered partition function I * Many choices for J(·) are possible, including rate-distortion cost functions [22] , sparsity-inducing measures [14] , and the well-known entropy cost of [19] , which we employ below. To formalize our approach, define J * n as the minimum cost among ordered partition functions on {0, 1, . . . , na − 1}, and let J n,r J(x n,r [t]) represent the cost associated to covering the region {na, na + 1, . . . , (n + r)a}. The resulting dynamic program requires O(N 2 ) iterations and is summarized in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Adaptation via Dynamic Programming [21]
L , a Gabor frame G (w, a, b) and initialize the cost function J * 0 = 0 • For each Tnaw ∈ {Tnaw : n ∈ ZN } calculate the support set
Dynamic Program
• For n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, compute sequentially the nth segmental cost and associated boundary by
with Jn,r calculated using signal data supported on ∪ n+r k=n D k • Compute the optimal selection function e I * [n, r] using {b * n : n ∈ ZN } via the standard "backtracking" procedure [21] Output: Return the set of variable-length windows induced by e I * [n, r]
Note that to preserve cost additivity in the presence of overlapping, non-orthogonal windows, Algorithm 2 evaluates J(x n,r [t]) on regions smaller than those covered by the corresponding windows, in a manner which recovers the approach of [22] in the block-Fourier case.
Once a set of variable-length windows is obtained via any selection procedure returning an ordered partition function, a local or global modulation structure can be chosen via (15) or (16) , respectively, in order to obtain a signal-adaptive superposition frame. In practice, application-specific considerations are likely to play a role in superposition frame selection, and to this end we note that a variety of other algorithms and approaches are possible (see, e.g., [17] , [41] , [42] ).
B. Illustrative Examples
To conclude our investigation of superposition frames, we now consider two illustrative examples that combine Algorithms 1 and 2 with the analysis and reconstruction procedures presented earlier. These examples-a stylized synthetic waveform akin to the example employed in [3] and a phonetically balanced speech utterance from the TIMIT corpus [43] both exhibit varying time-frequency structure, which in turn motivates signal-adaptive analysis and reconstruction.
Our first example signal x (Fig. 5 , top left) comprises a local and global sinusoidal term, two impulses, and a bump function. We conducted a variety of experiments in which varying levels of white Gaussian noise n were added to x, and Algorithms 1 and 2 were then applied to y x+n to obtain signal-adaptive frame analysis coefficients Y [m, n, r] on a global frequency lattice (M g = 6000). Using these as well as fixed-resolution analyses for a range of window lengths, we then applied to Y [m, n, r] both an "oracle" Wiener suppression rule (local signal spectrum estimated by |X[m, n, r]| 2 ) and a two-stage Wiener suppression rule (by appropriately soft-thresholding |Y [m, n, r]| 2 ), and obtained a time-domain reconstruction x via the corresponding canonical dual superposition frame.
The remainder of Fig. 5 reports the results of a typical run at 10 dB signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), with the superposition system of Algorithm 1 derived from an initial Gabor system G (w, a, ·) comprising a 100-sample Hamming window w and time lattice constant a = 50, and that of Algorithm 2 based on a 65-sample Hamming window with a = 32. Although we have observed Algorithm 2 to be more noise-robust in practice, and to yield better performance with somewhat shorter initial windows, it may be seen that both algorithms yield broadly similar analyses with respect to dominant signal features at 10 dB SNR. Moreover, over a range of noise levels and fixed- 5 . They indicate that, in comparison to an a priori well chosen fixed-resolution analysis using 800-sample Hamming windows with a = 400, the onsets and offsets of localized time-frequency features are better preserved by superposition frames. Since the best fixed-resolution window length is not known a priori in practice, the adaptive approach remains attractive, despite the lessening SNR gains obtained in the simple two-stage denoising approach. These results suggest the investigation of more sophisticated denoising schemes, also bearing in mind that in the case of nonstationary noise, the best adaptive analysis may well be SNR-dependent.
We repeated the same battery of tests with our second example signal x (Fig. 6, bottom) , a portion of the phoneticallybalanced TIMIT speech waveform /train/dr1/fsah0/si1244.wav corresponding to the phrase ". . . is seen to agree well with major features of the given TIMIT segmentation; Algorithm 1 also yielded a similar analysis. Following the same experimental procedure as in the case of Fig. 5 , we observed broadly similar results-though with lower overall SNR gains obtained for this less stylized example. Importantly, however, superposition windows are seen to better preserve vowel onsets and plosives; see in particular the boxed regions of the fixed-resolution spectrogram in the top panel of Fig. 6 , corresponding to the two plosives and initial voweldiphthong onsets in the word "amazed."
In this manner we see that superposition frames, when coupled with appropriate waveform adaptation criteria, show strong potential for use in a variety of signal-adaptive analysissynthesis settings. For signal enhancement applications, a natural next step would be to extend the approach of [17] , in which adaptive segmentation is used to estimate the local signal spectrum for enhancement purposes, but reconstruction is done using a fixed-resolution time-frequency lattice. A variety of other multi-stage or iterative approaches suggest themselves, given the additional flexibility engendered by the overcomplete, signal-adaptive superposition frames presented in this article.
VIII. DISCUSSION
In this article we have introduced a broad family of adaptive, linear time-frequency representations termed superposition frames, and showed that they admit a host of desirable properties, including fast overlap-add reconstruction akin to standard short-time Fourier techniques. Through a discussion of signal adaptation criteria and multiple examples, the resultant analysis-synthesis systems were seen to provide an effective and practical method for realizing signal-adaptive time-frequency analysis coupled with fast reconstruction.
Relative to other adaptive time-frequency methods, a number of open questions remain. First, while many aspects of our construction admit straightforward extension to other Hilbert spaces of interest such as begin, observe that
with the latter expression above obtained by the expansion of (33) . Now, if M g divides t − t , then t = t − k(t)M g for some integer k(t), whose domain is deduced by observing that
. . , t/M g }. Then, a change of variable for t yields the simplification For k = 0, this quantity can be bounded from below as Proof of Theorem 6: To establish the result, first note that S I g is by hypothesis diagonal, and hence by (27) , we have 
If all windows {T na w : n ∈ Z N } have been merged to yield a single superposition window w N −1 whose modulates comprise the superposition frame F (I g
) of interest, then the constant overlap-add constraint of (22) applied to (35) immediately implies the result, as both its numerator and denominator yield constants, whose ratio is in turn a/(M g w[0]), with M g = max(L, M ). Therefore, assume that this is not the case.
To begin, note that (35), together with the neighbor-overlap condition of (28) , implies that supp( φ m,n,r ) ⊆ T na (L r ∪ C r ∪ R r ). Since these sets are mutually disjoint, we proceed by showing that (35) We now proceed to show that (35) evaluates to (36) . First, we have that the numerator of (35) where the second equality follows from the neighbor overlap condition of (28) , and the third by the overlap-add constraint of (22) together with the definition of the set C r . The denominator of (35) evaluates on this same set T na C r to with the first equality following from the fact that no windows other than T na w r are supported on T na C r , and the second from (22) . Hence we have equality of (35) and (36) on T na C r . Applying next the neighbor-overlap condition of (28) and the definition of L r , we observe that the corresponding numerator term of (35) The middle expression of |T na w r [t]| 2 stems from the fact that I g [n, r] = 1 whenever φ ·,n,r ∈ F (I g ), and correspondingly I g [n, r ] = 0 whenever r = r, since I g is an admissible selection function. Moreover, coupled with the assumed neighboroverlap condition of (28) , this same property implies that exactly two superposition windows are supported on T na L r , one of which is the superposition window T na w r [t] isolated in the sum above.
By the superposition construction, it must be the case that the portion of T na w r [t] supported on T na L r takes the form T na w[t], whereas the portion of the remaining window supported on T na L r takes the form T (n−1)a w[t]. Thus 
and (35) is seen to equal (36) on the set T na L r . The case of T na R r proceeds by an identical argument, thereby confirming that (35) agrees separately on T na (L r , C r , R r ) with the quantities of (36) (36), we obtain the theorem as stated. Note that for local I l , the sequence of equalities analogous to those in (37) requires knowledge of the local frequency lattice, which may not be known prior to observing the signal.
Proof of Theorem 7:
The dyadic superposition frame To establish the result, we must verify the claimed equality
